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Abstract. The basic things often questioned in counseling are (1) the 
purpose to which counseling activities are going to be taken, and (2) the 
approach with what counseling activities will be carried out to the purpose. 
To answer the two main questions, the experts of counseling approaches 
always start from the basic concept of human nature based on their view. 
Their views are certainly in accordance with the philosophy that they 
embrace. In relation to the research results conducted in Semarang, it was 
stated that the counselor’s religion also contributes in setting the goals of 
counseling. This paper presents a discussion of the importance of 
grounding philosophy and religion in the implementation of group 
counseling. 
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Introduction 

Humans were born and start living from a family. Day by day human 

candidates live in their family but later slowly they go out into the wider environment 

because it is not sufficient for them to live for a long time in their family. They decide 

to live in a social group that can form and develop their individual needs and 

demands. In line with the increasing of capability, they start entering the community, 

such as involving into a play group, study groups, working groups, and wider 

community groups. The groups they enter consciously or unconsciously form their 

thoughts, feelings, and ways of gaining their needs and give ways to solve problems 

they face until the time of them to return to God, their Creator. 
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In today's developments, a group approach is widely used in various fields 

of life, such as academic fields of study, industry, mental health, organizations, and 

even trade, and also security. In relation to the guidance and counseling, individual 

problems are "not only concerned with itself", but also prominently “with interaction 

with their social environment", such as the problems of confidence, conflict with the 

environment and also widely experience in the groups. Therefore the group 

members' experience in solving the problem can be exploited by other group 

members in solving problems that they face. Below is presented a review of 

philosophy and religion (Islam) which can be used as the basis for the development 

of group counseling. 

 

The Counselor Needs to Philosophy and Religion  

In guidance services, the counselor's task is not just listening and answering 

questions asked by his client, nor just to see the results of psychological examination 

of his client and to suggest "this" or "it" to his clients, but more than that is "set goals, 

where the clients would be brought and directed". Thus counseling activities will 

have a clear and definite purpose, not just spinning in the talks that have not clear 

edge and end. So that counselors need to have a clear grip on the human 

philosophy of the clients he guides and makes it the foundation and the grip in 

"setting the goal" and simultaneously in “setting the approach" that would be used in 

assisting his clients. 

Arbuckle DS (in Beck CE, 2001 : 13) warned, "... what the counselor does 

during the counseling process is not only a measure of his techniques and methods, 

but it also measures his self-concept, to which in turn, is surely related to his goals 

and objectives as a counselor". It means that what the counselor does during a 

counseling process is not just measuring the results of the techniques and methods 

used, but counselor needs to examine the concept itself that actually has a relation 

to the goals and objectives he accomplished through the counseling process. The 

ultimate goal was always associated with "philosophical orientation", while the 

methods and techniques are more pragmatic in general as the elaboration of the 

philosophy, as a means to achieve the goal. 
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In relation to Arburckle’s concept stated above, the philosophical orientation 

for a counselor is important, because through the philosophy which he held and he 

believed consciously or unconsciously will influence the orientation of the goal for 

which he wants to accomplish in counseling, and in time it will also influence the 

methods and approaches that he chose. The approach or method he uses is 

essentially a "tool" to achieve the goals of counseling. Arbuckle (2001: 14) explains 

further that the methods and techniques chosen by counselor is a "reflection of the 

attitude of counselors" (reflection of his attitude). It must be accepted by the client, 

whereas a person's attitude is also influenced by a philosophy of life holding. 

In addition the philosophy will affect the determination of the ultimate goal 

being formulated by the counselor. When he helps his clients, he also needs to give 

consideration to them in taking "ethical decision". So a counselor also needs to 

understand one part of the philosophy of what is commonly known as the "ethics". 

Therefore, the philosophy does not merely give color to the counselor in counseling 

setting goals, but more than it gives color or style that is more ethical for any way out 

offered to clients. 

Further, Strickland B. (in Beck CE, 2001: 36) shows a reciprocal relationship 

between technique, theory, and philosophy which he called "continuum model" in the 

diagram as follows: 

 

 

 

Philosophy is defined by Webster (in Beck, 2001 : 36) as "the sum of the 

ideas and convictions of an individual or group" (a number of thoughts or beliefs of 

individuals or groups), the philosophy may be a consideration in setting goals, frame 

of mind, attitudes, values, and feelings related to himself and others. The theory 

contains the guidelines for behavior arising out of and consistent with the philosophy. 

Practice contains the operational approaches, methods, and techniques to achieve 

the goal through the design philosophy or guidance from theory. 

To get a truer picture, below is presented the relationship between 

philosophy, theory, and practice from a "client centered": 

PHILOSOPHY THEORY PRACTICE 
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Philosophy : Every individual has the ability to drive positive self (self-direction). 

Impulses which are fundamentally stated are not a crime (not basically 

evil). He was not bent because of society damage (not bent upon 

destroy society). 

Theory : If the individual is provided with a non-threatening climate (non-

threatening) and are encouraged to evaluate themselves, their ability to 

direct oneself can be effective, if they are given the opportunity to utilize 

their potential, they are able to do. 

Practice : The counselor can create a relationship counseling (counseling 

relationship) that is optimum with warmth (warm), comprehension 

(understanding), and the approach is not to blame. The counselor 

should use the technique of "reflection" and "clarification" that is not too 

threatening, and can encourage clients to evaluate and find a suitable 

solution for themselves. 

The diagram above shows that if the practice born of theory does not match 

to the real field, the theory must be repaired and the philosophy itself must be 

repaired, too. Strickland B (in Beck 2001: 39) also suggests that if a counselor in the 

practice found a formula that is more convincing, he should restructure philosophy, 

theory, and practice. 

In addition to philosophy, religion counselor also gives color to the final 

goal-setting and style solutions offered to clients. Arbuckle (2001: 15) shows some 

examples of the Catholic Counselor who sets a goal of counseling that is more 

patterned with "Christian" than the "secular" (secular). It is a reflection of the 

Christian way of life held by the counselor and gives color to the counseling process. 

Similarly, a Muslim counselor also appears his behavior in showing the way to clients 

and in serving clients. 

Based on the case study conducted by the writer and written on his paper 

entitled "The school counselors’ need of religious teaching as reference of in guiding 

clients" done in 1998-1999 towards four guidance counselors with characteristics 

below:  (a) two Muslims serving in high school and two religious Catholics serving in 

the Catholic high school, (b) educational background: one person with educational 
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background from kindergarten, elementary school, private junior high school to 

Islamic state university; one person with a background of religious groups educated 

from elementary school, junior high school to state college; one person with 

educational background from kindergarten, elementary school, junior high school to 

Christian private school to state university and one person with educational 

background from kindergarten to the private Catholic university, acquired the 

conclusion as follows: 

a. There is a tendency in all cases, in guiding his students they always make the 

teaching of religion as a reference, in addition to the knowledge and skills they 

acquired during lecturing in the major subject of Guidance and Counseling. 

b. In the application of cases at school, there is a tendency in all cases to refer to the 

teaching of religion in helping to solve every problem faced by students, but in the 

application and the reasons it varies from one case to another. 

c. In keeping with the character of the client, there is a tendency in all cases to see 

the religious character of the client's personality. The character in question is (1) 

what religion, (2) how the level of obedience, (3) how the understanding of 

religion. 

d. In terms of its application in the counseling process, there is a tendency in all 

subjects using the teachings of religion as a reference from the stage 

"identification problem" up to "treatment" and "follow up". Except for D subjects 

who tend to use religious teachings only on the level of treatment and follow-up. 

e. In terms of religious teachings which (creed, shari’ah, morality) are often used as 

a reference in the guide, there is a tendency in all the subjects that are able to 

isolate religious teachings, arguing that religion is basically a unity that can not be 

separated. 

f. In relation to the difficulties encountered so far in making the teaching of religion as 

a reference, there is a difference (a) for subjects who are Muslims, as long as it 

has never encountered significant difficulties, this is possible because they are 

relatively sufficient stock of knowledge; (b) for subjects who religious Christians 

often encounter difficulties because of lack of understanding of the holy book 

(Bible), this is possible because they are not prepared for it. 
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The philosophical Foundation of Group Counseling 

From the experience of educating children of kindergarten and elementary 

school students of the Qur'an education, the authors found a number of children 

were difficult to manage. They follow their own will. Once formed small groups 

consisting of five people, it turned out them suddenly to become dependent on 

others. When they were "rowdy" reprimanded by the teacher, they look no load, but 

when the chairman of the group admonished them by saying, "Remember, if you're 

noisy, you can not join my group !!!". (The other group also said: "My group also did 

not want"). The warning "The Noise Maker” makes them calm following the lesson. 

From this case it shows that in children age of kindergarten/elementary school "fear 

of not received by the group" appears. 

It was a common knowledge, that human beings in addition as "individual 

beings" are "social animals". It means that in daily life they cannot live alone but they 

require the existence of others. Someone who builds a luxury expensive home, does 

not feel comfortable living in the house if he has no others (neighbors); someone 

who drives a luxury car with good engine and good way, but along the way he is 

alone (especially at night and in the middle of the woods), he will feel a sense of fear. 

Of the two examples above seem that the mere presence of others is a human’s 

need. Humans become uncomfortable if there are no other human beings. 

Human beings need other human beings. Whoever he is, ordinary people or the 

master, whether he is a "musician" or "President", he needs the presence of others, 

the expertise of others, and also the experience of others. But in fact many people 

who struggle to live with one another for various reasons, perhaps because of his or 

her behavior or words, it caused him or her rejected, or perhaps because of behavior 

or speech of others, he or she cannot be received. Individuals really need help from 

others, and sometimes those who have a difficulty, he realizes he was having trouble 

or be a source of difficulties. 

To not offend those who have difficulties as the source of problems, the 

writer conducted a small experiment. A preschool child who has a bad habit of 

"talking dirty" when he is reminded repeatedly not changed, so that the father/mother 
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began to get bored. The writer tried to come to him when he was huddled with his 

friends, the author tried to join and let him “talk dirty", the writer secretly recorded to 

a tape recorder. Once completed, the author invited him coming into the room. When 

the writer turned on recorder and he listened to, finally it turns out "deterrent" that he 

did not repeat again to talk dirty. From this experiment seems that sometimes people 

need to see the "portrait". To find out the difficulties in the face it, the individual can 

observe the portrait of him through the "mirror"; the behavior and or experience of 

others in group activities. From this case it seems that there should be efforts to 

create "art" to help others through group activities. 

Through group activities that feel comfortable, relaxed, did not feel 

threatened or patronized, sometimes someone does not realize that he is being 

helped out of his predicament. Then, to create conducive atmosphere of the group 

as above, one way that can be achieved is that the groups should have many 

elements of similarity among group members. Similarities can be a profession, 

problems faced, age, religion, ethnic group, culture and so forth. Rogers (1983: 18-

19) stated that communication is more effective when two individuals (or more) have 

more similarities (homophilous), otherwise the communication is difficult to run 

effectively if in two parties there are many differences (hetrophilous).  

Browning RL (in Beck, 2001: 9) in his article entitled "Attemts to clarify the 

relation of philosophy to basic counseling", based on the Fromn’s findings viewed 

that man is not just a physical and anatomical as to appearance, but in general he is 

affected by "psychological factors". The “true” or “false” system (value) that is built in 

humans squarely as their treatment is regarded as a basic human need. The 

atmosphere of the group allows people to express difficulties freely themselves, in 

front of a counselor who has not been known previously. 

Miller, G (2003: 4) said that part of the basic human needs is the need for a 

"frame of orientation and devotion" (frame of orientation and devotion) that makes 

humans capable of directing them to the understanding of "religion and philosophy" 

(great religion and philosophies). However, gaining the basic needs is not always 

easy, sometimes people feel ashamed, for reasons of age, position and so on. 

However, through a "close friend" sometimes a sense of shame is suddenly lost, but 
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in reality is not easy for a client suddenly felt as close friends with the counselor. 

Therefore atmosphere "close friend" needs to be created, namely through the 

activities in which there are a number of people can accept it unconditionally. 

Martin Bubber (in Beck, 2001 : 11) suggests that humans must be able to 

create a relationship and trust (trust) with other human beings, such as between 

client and counselor, and between the client and the client. In fact, to have a 

relationship with everyone is not always easy for everybody. But with a number of 

things that make them feel a lot of similarities to make them easier to do interaction 

and mutual trust. Referring to the thought above, then do counseling by empowering 

a group of people (counseling group) in the same age and the same problems will be 

probably faced more smoothly, because in it there are a number of peers who have 

similar problems. 

Strickland B (in Beck, 2001 : 41) warns that one of the counselors is the 

difficulty in determining the appropriate approach to the problems faced by clients. 

This is possible because the counselors do not always have the same experience 

with the problems faced by clients. This difficulty also appears on the client's 

counselor when being faced with educational backgrounds, cultures, religions, and 

different social systems. From the explanation above it appears that "experience" 

needed by a counselor is not just "the experience of facing the problem", and "client 

facing experience" with an educational background, cultural, religious, and social 

systems also greatly affects the effectiveness of counseling. Even Srickland B. (in 

Beck, 1971: 40) suggests that the experience can be utilized to improve counselor 

and the theory or philosophy that holds. 

Correspondingly to Johana Endang P (1998: 3), it is said that counseling 

groups will be more effective, because (1) through group counseling, members will 

learn to socialize, (2) if a client faces a professional counselor (in the individual 

approach), he does not often believe in what is stated by the counselor because he 

seems not experienced to the problems (compared with the story of "drunk" for the 

man as the "drunker", like the grief of people in jail that tells people who had been 

imprisoned (liked Anton Medan), (3) members of the group will learn to practice the 

new behavior through his group, while the group was actually a "microcosmic" social. 
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If a client could change himself in the group, it is also hoped he could change in the 

wider world. (4) group can be used as training area to change the behavior from less 

satisfactory to more satisfactory, (4) group can also be used as a medium to explore 

the problems experienced by members, expression of feelings, shows concern for 

others, and share experiences, (5) members group that support systems can 

improve the way friends more familiar with the fellow members, and (6) group can 

provide an opportunity to learn "social skills". 

In relation to the client from a group of children who are not lucky 

(disadvantaged), Huberman M. (in Beck, 2001: 60-63) reminded that counseling can 

be more effective and he suggested that (1) counseling must be directed to be able 

to make a wider selection (widest choice), while the many options can be gained 

from the experience of a person in the group, and (2) the purpose of counseling is 

directed to develop "a positive self-image" (a positive self image), and to get a 

picture of one self done by way of "mirror" to others in group activities. 

Bentley J.C. (in Beck, 2001 : 74) in his article entitled "Sensitivity training, Encounter 

groups, Laboratory-Implications for counselors" sees that counseling is as a "semi-

therapeutic process" for helping those who have problems. Thus, the people who 

come to the counselors are the ones who are experiencing difficulties, or they each 

have a personal problem, and this means that each of them could work together in 

solving the problem at hand. 

 

Conclusion 

Bentley further shows, that with such thinking at the top allows counselors 

to work in a wider group (type of problem) in helping to develop the potential of 

clients and problem solving skills. Departing from the thought above, it can be 

learned several important things as followings: 

1. Counselors need to have a clear grip on the human philosophy on the clients that  

he assists. It can be the foundation for him to do "setting goals" and 

simultaneously "setting approach" which would be useful in assisting clients. 
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2. The end goal is always associated with "philosophical orientation", while methods 

and techniques that are more pragmatic in general are built or as the elaboration 

of the philosophy, as a means to reach an end. 

3. In terms of religion (Islam), man is the servant of God that must always be 

submissive and obedient to the provisions of God, which is written in the 

Scriptures and the Sunnah of His Messenger, and the laws of nature runs over 

His Ridla. Therefore, in setting the goals and choosing the approach a counselor 

should also consider the values of client's religious affiliation. 

4. A counseling relationship) must be created optimum with warmth, comprehension 

and the approach used is not to blame. The counselor is better to use the 

technique of "reflection" and "clarification" that are not too threatening and uphold 

human dignity and worth before God. Thus, clients are guided not only to be able 

to survive in the world but also the hereafter. 

5. Counselors must be able to form small groups, such as study groups because 

they do not have enough time and energy to help developing its potential clients 

from the normal population. 

6. In group activities, counselors need to stress on "consciousness of self" (self 

awareness) and interpersonal competence, namely by looking at the "self 

portrait". To determine the excess (potential) and the lack of self, as well as the 

root or cause difficulties in the face it, the individual can observe the portrait of 

him through the "mirror" of the behavior and/or experience of others in group 

activities. 

7. To create conducive atmosphere in the counseling group, one way that can be 

achieved is if there are many elements of similarity among group members. 

Similarities that can be a profession, problems faced, age, religion, ethnic group, 

culture, etc. 
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LANDASAN  FILSAFIAH DAN  AGAMA 

KONSELING  KELOMPOK 

 

Oleh : Anwar Sutoyo2 

 

Abstrak 

Hal mendasar yang sering dipertanyakan dalam konseling adalah (1) 

berkenaan dengan tujuan, ke mana kegiatan konseling hendak dibawa, dan 

(2) berkenaan dengan pendekatan, dengan cara apa konseling hendak di 

bawa menuju tujuan. Untuk menjawab dua pertanyaan utama tersebut, para 

tokoh dalam berbagai pendekatan konseling selalu bertolak dari konsep 

dasar tentang hakekat manusia sesuai dengan pandangan mereka. 

Pandangan itu tentu sesuai dengan filsafat yang mereka anut, di samping itu 

dari hasil penelitian yang dilakukan di Semarang ternyata agama yang dianut 

konselor juga turut memberi arah dalam menetapkan tujuan konseling. 

Tulisan ini menyajikan bahasan tentang pentingnya landasan filsafah dan 

agama dalam pelaksanaan konseling kelompok. 

 

Kata kunci : landasan filsafah dan agama, konseling kelompok 
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